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Abstract: The past decade has seen a remarkable increase in the power and availability of 3D printing
for children, and for educational uses more generally.  Pursuing this goal, this paper reports on early
steps toward the design of a novel working 3D printer for children, based on the idea of a discrete,
"voxel-based" printing medium. The Voxel Printer works, in principle, much like an industrial pick-and-
place machine: it selects individual tiles from a store of such pieces, and places the tiles, one by one, to
compose larger physical 3D structures. In this paper we discuss the first (still-in-progress, and partial)
implementation  of  the  device,  and  outline  the  rich  possibilities  of  this  sort  of  output  device  for
youngsters and for educational uses.

Introduction

The  past  decade  has  seen  a  striking  development  in  children's  technology–moving  from  an
exclusive focus on "virtual worlds", simulations, and screen-based applications toward increased attention
to computer-aided physical construction and fabrication [cf. Bell et al., 2010; Berry et al., 2010; Lipson &
Kurman, 2010]. Much of this philosophical shift has been driven by the visibility of the "maker movement"
and its associated culture of technology-friendly creativity [for a discussion focused on youngsters,  see
(Thomas, 2014)]; concurrently, there has been a steady growth in the availability and versatility of desktop
fabrication devices–paper cutters, small-scale laser cutters, milling machines, and 3D printers. Devices of
this sort vastly expand the creative range of children, allowing them to realize high-precision designs in
materials such as paper, acrylic, wood, and textiles. Students can now print out fractal designs in paper on a
desktop cutter;  or diorama elements (models of  plants  or animals) in ABS plastic on a 3D printer;  or
specialized embroidery patterns using a computer-controlled sewing machine.

While the landscape of children's fabrication has vastly increased, there is no reason to believe that
the possibilities of improvement or continued design have been foreclosed [Eisenberg, 2013]; indeed, we
argue that quite the opposite is the case. Rather than thinking of each new fabrication device as closing off
possibilities, we prefer to think of the burgeoning fabrication landscape as the foundation of a growing
space of devices and techniques, each of which complements and mutually supports the others. This paper,
in keeping with our philosophy, describes early work toward the design and implementation of a novel sort
of desktop fabrication device: a 3D printer that constructs its output by placing discrete individual tiles
(rather than, as in current 3D printers, outputting objects in more-or-less "continuous" form in successive
layers of plastic). Our printer, the  Voxel Printer, is essentially designed to pick up individual tiles from
available stores of tiles, and to place them, one by one, to create 3D forms. One can thus regard the Voxel
Printer as a sort of "pick-and-place" device for children: an adaptation of an industrial technology used, in
the main, to place small objects (such as electronic components) onto a surface (such as a circuit board)
with high precision and rapidity.

Our current device is still far from complete; therefore, this report is something of an exercise in
detailing "work-in-progress", and we will be cautious here about indicating what elements of the device
have, precisely, been constructed. (In particular, this report successfully demonstrates the mechanism by
which tiles may be automatically picked up, moved, and placed in our planned full design.) We believe,
though, that the newly completed components of the device lend significant plausibility to the viability of a
full  working Voxel  Printer.  The second (main)  section  of  this  brief  paper  details  the  current  working
mechanism, and the third section explains the purpose of the proposed device in greater detail and indulges
in speculation (hopefully,  not over-optimistic) on the educational potential of a fully completed desktop
pick-and-place output device for children.
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The Voxel Printer: Current Steps Toward Implementation

The current (partial) implementation of the Voxel Printer concentrates on what we believe to be
the key mechanical challenge of such a device: namely, the ability of the machine to pick up a tile from a
given location, move that tile to an alternative location, and place it  with sufficiently high precision to
(eventually) produce objects composed of multiple tiles. 

Our initial prototype for the printer was built by taking an older, working 3D printer and stripping
away  all  non-standard  and  proprietary  components,  to  leave  only  a  3-axis  carriage  and  motors.  This
"skeletal" heart of the device is shown toward the left in Figure 1. In effect, this mechanism allows the
"picker" of the device to move to designated positions in 3-dimensional space anywhere above the printing
area defined by the boundaries of the machine. The movement of the picker is controlled in our device by
an embedded Arduino microprocessor sending signals to four distinct stepper motors; thus, we can program
the machine to move the picker so that it is positioned in some chosen spot specified by x-, y-, and z-
coordinates within the printing area. In Figure 1, we see the picker  (the small orange cylinder just below
the larger metallic cylinder toward the front of the photo) positioned directly over a stack of hexagonal
plastic chips. The printer is thus poised, in the photograph, to move the picker downward and to pick up
one of the chips (with the potential intent of moving the chip somewhere else in the printing area).

   

Figure 1. A working mechanism that picks up and moves tiles–the mechanical core of the eventual planned
pick-and-place device. At left, we see the dimensions of the overall device. Here, the "picker" (the small

orange cylinder visible just underneath the larger metallic cylinder toward the front of the photo) is positioned
over a stack of plastic hexagonal chips. At right, we see a close-up of the means by which a chip is picked

up by the device: here the picker has been lowered, inflated, and then lifted to move a single chip into the air
above its original stack. In this implementation, the lowest layer of hexagonal chips are placed into
designated locations on an embossed platform, visible at the bottom of the printing area in the left

photograph; subsequent layers of chips are placed atop the earlier-placed chips.

The photograph at the right of Figure 1 shows the device in the process of picking up a plastic
chip. Note, in this photograph, that the chips themselves are designed to have a small circular hole in their
center;  this is  the specific  feature that  is  used by the device to pick them up. In  our design,  we have
employed a rubber foam "balloon" that  can be inflated or  deflated under computer  control  as the key
element in the picker. The mechanism for lifting a tile is: first deflate the balloon, then lower it into the hole
of the tile, then inflate the balloon (providing a tight friction grip on the tile), and then lift the tile into space
above its current location. Once lifted, the tile can now be moved by the device to an alternative location
and dropped into place by the reverse of the previous recipe: namely, the tile is lowered into place, the
balloon is deflated (to release the grip on the tile), and then the deflated balloon is lifted away from the
newly-placed tile. All of the code for positioning the picker in space, and for activating and de-activating
the  inflation  device  for  the  picker,  is  written  in  the  Processing  language  and  implemented  by  the
aforementioned Arduino microprocessor that acts as the computational heart of the device.
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The upshot of the discussion so far, then, is that the mechanical elements of our prototype are
capable of systematically picking up chips, one by one, and placing them into new configurations. 1 The
photograph in Figure  2 shows a representative  structure created  by this  mechanism:  a set  of  mutually
abutting towers of hexagonal chips. Undeniably, this current state of affairs is simple, but it heralds a much
more versatile and conceptually fertile collection of activities and crafts for children in the foreseeable
future. For example–to anticipate the discussion of the following paragraphs–instead of using hexagonal
chips as our sample tiles, we could instead use square or triangular chips (these shapes, like the hexagon,
tile the plane) equipped with "gripping holes" in their centers; or we might employ lightweight cubic pieces
made of plastic or wood. The final section of this paper will outline these and other directions in which we
see this work moving.

 

QuickTime™ and a
 decompressor

are needed to see this picture.

Figure 2. A set of mutually abutting stacks of hexagonal tiles created from the plastic chips manipulated by
the current mechanism.

Pick-And-Place for Children: a Gallery of Possibilities

The previous section described the core mechanism of what we envision as a full-fledged working
device. To date, the prototype operates at slow speed, and the computer commands to move the picker, lift
and release tiles, and so forth, are operated by the user "directly" through a computer keyboard. Perhaps the
most important next step in the short-term development of the Voxel Printer is a software interface that
allows users to employ the machine as, effectively, an automated output device for specified 3-dimentionsl
structures of discrete elements. The machine also needs a means for "feeding" tiles, perhaps of different
colors, from external stores into the printing area: the idea is that an external bin of tiles could be set up to
feed into a source area where they would be grabbed by the picker and moved into designated locations.
These additions are not minor, but–having created the key mechanism for computer-controlled mechanical
translation of tiles–we feel guardedly optimistic that the next steps in the machine's creation will prove less
challenging than the initial steps. 

In this section, we give rein to a certain degree of hopeful optimism, and point the way toward the
sorts of projects that could be enabled by an eventual working pick-and-place device. The purpose of this
section, then, is to begin to answer more fully the "why" question–why such a device would be interesting,
fun, and pedagogically fertile. 

Planar tiling patterns. Perhaps the most straightforward extrapolation from the discussion of the
previous section is to imagine employing multiple "feed sources" of tiles–say, two distinct sources of black
and white hexagonal tiles–and to place these in specified locations on the bottom layer of the print area to
produce a specific tiling pattern. Figure 3 illustrates the general idea here: by employing black and white
hexagons,  and  an  appropriate  software  interface,  we  could  specify  particular  hexagonal  planar  tiling

1 A video of the current mechanism in operation can be seen at: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DpBJ-Aq2sIc
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patterns to create. Naturally, such tiling patterns could be made more complex by the use of more than two
colors of source tiles, or by the design of a device with a still-larger planar print area. An additional source
of variety could be implemented (as noted earlier) by using basic tiling shapes other than regular hexagons:
for example, both squares and equilateral triangles also tile the plane, and could be used as the basis of
printed-out tiling patterns. Taking the example just a step further, by employing both multiple shapes and
multiple colors of tiles, one could create still more complex planar patterns; for example, a semi-regular
tiling of octagons and squares could be placed to create marvelous multicolor designs. Conceivably, a rich
set  of  both colors  and tile-shapes could be inserted onto a planar  surface to make complete or partial
mosaic-style artwork. 

QuickTime™ and a
 decompressor

are needed to see this picture.

QuickTime™ and a
 decompressor

are needed to see this picture.

QuickTime™ and a
 decompressor

are needed to see this picture.

Figure 3. At left: by feeding successive black and white tiles to the Voxel Printer for placement in a particular
order, we generate a two-color hexagonal tiling of the plane. (Again, see the earlier-referenced video for an
illustration of the printer at work.) At center and right: the sorts of projects that could be output by a working
Voxel Printer using "feed sources" of tiles of different colors: two sample planar patterns formed by black-

and-white hexagonal tiles.  

Three-dimensional Structures and Sculptures Made from Discrete Pieces.  The previous paragraph focused
on the use of a complete Voxel Printer to make a wide variety of planar designs. Naturally, such designs
could  be  conceived  as  just  a  single  layer  of  larger  multi-layer  (and  hence,  "3D")  constructions.  For
example, one could create multicolor structures along the lines of the towers shown in Figure 2; likewise,
one could create patterns of stacked cubes, rectangular prisms, and other (space-filling) forms. In effect,
this would take the examples of the previous paragraph into the realm of 3D tiling patterns, crystal models,
(low-resolution) 3D sculptures, and multidimensional mosaics.

QuickTime™ and a
 decompressor

are needed to see this picture.

   

QuickTime™ and a
 decompressor

are needed to see this picture.

Figure 4. Two multicolor patterns created by stacking beads (by hand) on a row of dowels. At left, the time
evolution of a one-dimensional cellular automaton; the automaton is initialized with a single black bead in the

bottom row, and subsequent rows are determined by the pattern of black beads in the row immediately
below. At right, a modulo-3 Pascal triangle in which black beads represent the number 1, blue beads 2, and
orange beads 3. These "algorithmic" designs are the sort that lend themselves to output by a children's pick-

and-place device. (See Eisenberg [2010] for a fuller description of these models.)
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Cellular Automata and Mathematical Models. One of the potential strengths of the proposed Voxel Printer
is that it lends itself well to the creation of complex discrete patterns created by algorithmic means. To take
an example: the pattern at the left of Figure 4 was created by stacking black-and-white beads onto a set of
dowels, and represents the time evolution (from the bottom to the top row) of a particular one-dimensional
cellular automaton. The relation of each row in the bead construction to the one below it is determined by
an  algorithmic  rule;  while  this  project  was  constructed  by  hand,  it  would  lend  itself  naturally  to
implementation by the Voxel Printer, which could (e.g.) stack black and white cubic elements to form a
standing planar pattern much like the one in Figure 4. The photograph at right in Figure 4 displays another
mathematical model: a "modulo-3 Pascal's Triangle" in which black beads represent the value of 1, blue
beads  2,  and  orange  beads  0.  Again,  the  construction  of  this  model  was  done by hand,  employing  a
mathematical rule (each bead color in a particular location in some row is determined by the two colors
below it, to the immediate left and right).  Again, such algorithmically determined rules for constructing
multicolored  patterns  of  discrete  elements  lend  themselves  quite  plausibly  to  the  capabilities  of  an
educational pick-and-place device. Moreover, following on from the discussion of the previous subsection,
one could construct not only "two-dimensional" algorithmic patterns (such as those shown in Figure 4), but
also "3-dimensional" patterns of various sorts.

Toward Still More Complex Species of Tiles.  All of the examples suggested thus far involve the creation of
"passive", non-interactive structures composed of discrete pieces. To take our imagination just another step
further, one might well imagine the design of specialized tiles that (e.g.) include ports to plug in devices
such as LED lights, small speakers, or lightweight motors. The result could be the design of projects in
which  particular  locations  light  up  or  make  sound in  complex  patterns,  or  in  response  to  direct  user
interaction: for example, one could make a tiling in which certain embedded patterns or pathways "light
up" under user control.  Because the Voxel Printer could, in principle,  be adapted for use with a wide
variety of "species" of tiles, one could imagine working toward an ever-more-versatile set of individual
pieces from which to create larger constructions.

Combining  Printed  and  Hand-Placed  Elements  Within  Projects.  Finally,  an  important  point  to  note:
absolutely nothing in the previous examples is intended to preclude the ability of students to combine both
printer-output structures  and hand-placed elements within single projects.  That is,  we do  not view the
proposed Voxel Printing as discouraging children from working with their hands, nor do we see the device
as replacing direct physical construction. Rather, we see the printer as just one (potentially powerful) tool
in a much larger ecosystem of mutually interactive media for tangible creation. Just to take an example or
two: one might imagine a student creating an initial core of a 3D sculpture by outputting discrete pieces
with  the  Voxel  Printer,  and  then  subsequently  embellishing  or  augmenting  that  core  with  additional
elements made by hand from clay or paper. Likewise, one could imagine (e.g.) adding external decoration
to a printed-out core using materials such as textile or stick-on adhesive elements. Indeed, one could create
tangible projects that combine discrete portions (printed by the Voxel Printer) with other elements printed
out by a ("traditional", continuous) 3D printer. In short, then, the eventual printer, once realized, should
serve as one technique among many for building models and enhancing student creativity.
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